
PRINCIPLES OF GOOD WRITING ACCORDING TO L.A HILL

Lesile Alexander Hill, a renowned personality among essayist, was born in the year in Greece and was educated at
Cambridge university.

Proper paragraphing of subject is to be presented in a coherent b intelligible C coherent and intelligible d
incoherent units. Second, he was furious about the yellow-faced, evil-spirited Burmese. The clarity of thought
and expression, the arranged development of the theme, the illustrative examples and the appropriate use of
phraseology, puddle it a wonderful piece of work. In this lesson, Hill pointed out the rules and regulations that
are to be observed in improving one's writing skills. You may find that your mind containually wander. In the
middle, we should present the ideas and arguments in support of it. Introduction would be interesting and
eye-catching and conclusion should not end abruptly. A writer should thus select subjects that are of present
interest and that are interesting to the kind of readers that he aims at. Hill says if we keep our eyes and ears
open, we will find plenty of things to write about around us. Hill's advice to a person who wants to be a
"successful writer"? Unless they write down these ideas down at Once, they often forget them. Anyway, fair to
George if no guilty conscience haunted him. Thus the European became a puppet, driven by the will of the
native people. To know the exact meaning and uses of words, a writer should conduct-- a Philosophy b
literature C a good dictionary d pocket dictionary Ans. The reader should feel satisfied with the conclusion. To
keep up the image that the natives had of a sahib, the sahib had to do what the natives expected him to do. But
if you deliberately try to copy a style which is not your ownthis will quickly become obvious to the reader, he
will feel that you are not sincere, and he will not go on reading what you have written. If we following these
rules we can be master in writing. But, my dear si, though escranged by the force of circumstance er which I
have had no control from the no control for the personal ociety of the friend and companion ofy youth, I have
not been unmmindfiul of his soaring flight. Repeated practice of this sort on various topics will improve our
availability to think clearly and logically. News papers provide us with plenty of subjects to write about. We
have to develop a warm and human understanding of people around us. People are interested in the problems
shared by A themselves b by the author c general people d others Ans. The essay on the whole is of great
significance. A writer must follow the same style consistently. A dictionary is of great help in this field. D all
Ans. Even when they read about the past or future, it is the past's or future's connection with the present that
particularly interests them. For example, if we think about the freedom of a man, we shall find that his
freedom is limited first to what is possible, then to what is legal. While writing on the chosen subject we
should write in a systematic way. His abilities are fully reflected in this thought provoking essay. To improve
vocabulary you need to read widely different sorts of writing. A writer should thus select subjects that are of
present interest and that are interesting to the kind of readers that he aims at. The last paragraph or sentence
should bring the whole to a a neat b satisfying C neat and satisfying d fresh end. However, the reader will not
find interest in our writing unless we ourselves are intensely interested in it. A writer should write summer
holidays when-- a the summer is yet to come b the summer had passed C the summer is approaching d the
summer is going on Ans. We have to learn to write interestingly. Orwell went out with his. While as a matter
of fact different kinds of people hand different interests, and it will be difficult for one to appeal to all of them.
In wiring, long expression should be a introduced B avoided c considerid d accepted Ans. A good dictionary
proves a handy with exact meanings b uses of words C handy with exact meanings and use of words d
explanation.


